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This paper is based on a novel discovery of a new BMP receptor antagonist that was isolated by chemical screening in a zebrafish model system, utilizing a library of compounds that were already approved for use in humans, and a readout that was based on the known ability of BMP to perturb the developmental morphogenic axis of zebrafish embryos. Following this discovery, a series of improvements in the initial compound were developed and utilized in a clever clinically relevant application to a rare bone ossification disorder that arises in children due to activating mutations in the BMP receptor. Paul Yu, on his own initiative, recognized this clinical niche application, and characterized a mouse model of the disease, which recapitulates key aspects of the disease phenotype. In a remarkable advance that has clear translational implications, he documented in this first author Nature Medicine paper that the onset of the bone defects was largely prevented, suggesting the clinical potential of this novel strategy. The work has led to a full scale medicinal chemistry effort to develop new specific BMP receptor antagonists (there are none know aside from this discovery to date), to take this work to children with this disorder, and to examine effects of these series of compounds in other diseases and biological systems where BMP signaling is known to play a pivotal role.


This study demonstrated that a combination of several lipid-related polymorphisms stratified individuals across clinically meaningful ranges of blood lipids and predicted risk for cardiovascular disease above and beyond traditional risk factors. We provided proof-of-concept that a panel of polymorphisms may have clinical application in risk prediction.

The ability to identify individuals who are at risk for sudden cardiac death (SCD) in the general population is poor. Although SCD risk has a heritable component, the extent to which the heritable component of more common forms of SCD might be due mutations or rare polymorphisms in cardiac ion channels is currently unknown. To address this question, this study sought to determine both the prevalence and function of mutations and rare coding sequence variants in 5 cardiac ion channel genes among cases of SCD drawn from 2 large prospective cohorts of women and men. The key finding was that the frequency of rare variants in the cardiac sodium channel was significantly higher in the SCD cases compared with controls. These data suggest that functionally significant rare variants in cardiac sodium channel may contribute to SCD risk in the general population.


This paper demonstrates the ability to sense inflammation in atherosclerotic plaques using clinical-type intravascular near-infrared fluorescence catheters for molecular imaging. This study provides a foundation for identifying high-risk, inflamed plaques.
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